PROBABILISTIC INVESTIGATIONS ON POPULATION GENETICS
By Yusaku KCMATU

The present paper reproduces a
report just as it was read at the
World Population Conference held on
31 August- 10 September, 1954 at Rome;
13/40, Meeting No. 23*

This fact will illustrate a cause of
a deviation observed on a distribution
in an isolated population*

Introduction. In a series of successive papers 1 ) we have developed a
unified theory of inheritance from a
probabilistic view-point. It has been
the purpose of these papers to investigate the phenomenon of inheritance
based upon a general mode which is
supposed to be subject to Mendelian
law and then to apply the results to
some practical problems on forensic
medicine. One of the main problems
has been concerned in determining the
distributions of genotypes in several
definite combinations of individuals
chosen at random from a population of
a given equilibrium state. The motherchild combination, among others, has
played a distinguished role. This
concept is, as its own name shows, a
combination consisting of an individual and its immediate descendant. It
will be plausible, for instance, to
attempt to generalize the concept to a
lineal combination consisting of an
individual and its distant descendant
after any definite number of generations.

SUMMARY
In a series of successive papers we
have developed a unified theory of
inheritance from a probabilistic viewpoint. They have been mainly concerned
with the distributions in an ordinary
population* In succession, we now
deal with analogous problems in a
population which consists of families
involving several types of consanguineous marriages.
We consider again a single inherited
character which consists of any number
of multiple alleles at one diploid
locus and of which the inheritance is
subject to Mendelian law. Our main
purpose is then to study the distributions of genotypes in several definite combinations, lineal or collateral, which consist of individuals
in families possibly involving consanguineous marriages chosen at random
from a population under consideration.

The main purpose of the present
report2) is to discuss further problems
of determining the distributions of
genotypes in several definite combinations, lineal or collateral, consisting of members in a family possibly involving consanguineous marriages.
A population in consideration is again
supposed to be in an equilibrium state
unless the contrary is stated. It is
further supposed that panmixia takes
place at any generation except when
consanguineous marriages are appointed.

By making use of relative frequencies of genes as basic quantities, we
derive systematically the formulas expressing probabilities of several
combinations. It is well clarified
how the correlations between genotypes
of family-members are affected by
intervention of consanguineous
marriages. On the other hand, many
notable phenomena are elucidated.
Especially, the distribution of
genotypes in a generation immediate
after any consanguineous marriage
deviates from an equilibrium state
in such a manner that the frequency
of any homozygous type increases while
that of any heterozygous one decreases.

Now we consider again a single
inherited character which consists of
m. multiple alleles at one diploid
locus denoted byA<, (ί=ίr>>, w.) and
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independent of the generation-number
Ή, and its explicit values are given
as follows:

of which the inheritance is subject to
Mendelian law* According to circumstances, introducing an abbreviated
notation A c j ~ A^Aj , we make an
agreement that AJL
an
J represents
p

A

identical object with -Aw There
are therefore on,(W+l)/ίL possible
/
genotypes, m- homozygous and nm,(nnn-ί)/z
heterozygous, which are denoted re~
an<
spectively by Λ ^ ( ^<= ^ a»n/d**-) 3

AΰiLΛ^ί,—, ^ 7 " J )

together

We now designate by fL , or often
merely by L provided no confusion can
arise, the relative frequency of the
gene A^ in a population under consideration* The frequency of the
genotype A^
is then, in view of the
assumption of an equilibrium, represented by

(A,,J

=

The proof of the formula can be performed by induction^) by actually
verifying an identity

i < j ).

These basic quantities must, of course,
satisfy the fundamental relations
X ί V - ^ A o u l H Σ W ^ where the
first and the second summations extend
over ί > = l w ' m ' a n c ^ &,fc~l,...,'m
^
respectively. We notice here in passing that, also in the following lines,
the different Latin suffices except
those indicating the running types in
suπsnation are supposed, in principle,
to designate the different genes.

An asymptotic behavior of K^ as
can be readily deduced from
its expression derived above. There
holds, 7 in :fact, a limit relation
K^6φ;l ])= A$η (τu->c>o) stating that
a consanguineous correlation between
the types of an individual and of its
otth descendant becomes negligible for
a sufficiently large ov.
Let next a pair of individuals with
assigned types ( i _ ; A y < τ ) be given,
the*order of members being taken into
account* We then denote by EjάfayS;
%Ί\) the probability that the pair is
accompanied by an *n.th descendant A | η β
The values of £.= Z^ have been already
availed in a previous paper^) The
probability in question is given by a
recurrence formula

l
Simple lineal combinations»
The probability of mother-child combination TUΞ ΊZ^ discussed in a previous
paper^ i s now generalized to that of
a combination consisting of an individual Aatβ and i t s otth descendant
Ac- which will^ be designated by
The reduced probability
a recurrence equation

satisfies

the running type in summation being
AαA (^ t-i,...,^; Ouύ io) . It is
shown that the probability is expressed
by the formula

It is shown that the probability is
expressible in the form

where the quantity

valid for

Q.(—KL~A

is
2 -

2. The factor E in the

residual term is then defined,
Its values can be determined by actual
computation while they are omitted
here for economy reason of space* An
asymptotic behavior of E^ as <TL-» OO
is obvious; namely, we get BjdLfcΎ& , fη)

A

cpllateraj^
p
By generalizing the probability of
brethren combination (Γ=ZLG~M discussed in a previous paper^^ we now
introduce that of a combination consisting of f^th and anV th collateral
descendants Ά $ t η L ^ ^fa.^* Γ @ ~
spectivβly, originated from tne same
couple$ which will beτt designated
by
can be

^vCStΊi, l^°lJ

The quantity IV in the residual term
is then defined by

=4-ZK^P}liηt,αi)αCαi;!^a) Its

values can be determined oy actual
computation, while they are omitted
here β The validity of the formula may
be ensured by induction by directly
verifying an identity

The formula for the last generic
system is expressed in the form

Prweά

that there holds an identical relation

provided p-+>>> 2$ while it should be
remembered that σj t is not identical
with ΠZ^ The last relation shows , in
particular, that the dependence of cr^Ϋ
with |u-+tf >Z on the generationnumbers is subject merely to their
sum

While the explicit values of T are
omitted herβ^ the validity of the
formula may be proved by means of a
recurrence equation

3
Simple mother-descendants
combinations«/ We designate,
in
general, by n^y6*P;1iT)£, ! Λ . ) Ξ A^*
• Kp,y(oip; l^f^the probability of a^
combination consisting of an individual A J A and its f*-th and Va nth
collateral descendants A j η^
A^^ηju * respectively, originated
from the same spouse of A n ,

; A,
together with the identities

Three systems will be distinguished
according to R — v'—i^

^JL>{=.\}

or

^~ 1< V and LL 7 V > 1 « The lowest
system 7 Γ ^ ΊZiL n a s already been
treated in a previous paper?) as the
probability of mother-children combination* Based on an evident r quasisymmetry relation TC^(df; iι \i,fί/γ\3J)
^^^fc^^i^L^tlίX ^ s^'ί'ices to deal
withT^he former of the second system.
The reduced probability is then defined
by a recurrence equation

It should be noted that the formula
for generic system does not involve one
for the second system as a particular
case. In fact, W6*p;3ί*li> ^ " P i s
not identical with ι£Λ O ^ P ; ! *),.)
A
Ancestors-descendant £ombi«
natj.ons through intermediate marriages»
Suppose that two individuals A ^ and
A^^ are accompanied by
their jϊ th and
V th descendants A^t, an<^ A c d l , respectively, and that these descendants
are married and originate themselves
an m.th descendant A ^ « Let the
probabilitya n of
a triple consisting of
A ^ , KγS d A ^ be then designated

and is expressible in the form

«» 3 α.

by A* A,, ε^^frp, r/>n) .τ**
probability
parents-descendant
combination, of
treated
in 1, may be
i
t
t d i to1 the lowest
b
regarded to correspond
case p-*s.y=0: Eoo Ό^fc*^
In case
of higher generation-numbers ^ V we
state here merely the final formulas:

»£**/<*/*; aί,U)l(*t, cd; fη )
Γ '
* ' '*

which yield the final formulas

b I η)
valid for any UL^L, y ^ l 5 here we
put
'
The values of T(d|3; fη)«2{Kjf.t (^;
are sett outt as ffollows:
( }
ollow

The defining equations for Co> C and
P o will be readily written down.
Their explicit values can be obtained
by actual computation, while they are
omitted here,
5 Mother-descendant combinations
through a single consanguineous
marriage• Up to the last paragraph,
any consanguineous marriage has never
yet been implicated. We now begin to
attack the problems concerning a
consanguineous marriage Let p-th and
Vth descendants originated collaterally
from a mother A ^ and her same spouse
be married cons anguine ously and then
originate themselves an ^ t h descendant
A*Our present purpose is to
determine the probability of combination ( A ^ > A,*,) which will be
designated^ *"
Distinguishing two cases according
to m ^ i and '*->l , we get the defining equations

rrr.- <<Λ_ JL
q-, . >Λ/\_JL/fr
i W ϊ WW"*~ J^ΛA^
More

generally, the reduced probability defined by

can be determined in the following
forms:

A

formally with K,^ (<*$; t η ) , though
the number p is, in general, i e»
unless LL^= y , not equal to an integer*

; fη)

By reason of their own meanings explained just above, we may call the
number Puv &" equivalent generationnumber and the factor L ^ a contracting factor. As readily shown,
there holds

The values of the quantities defined
S%iη

)=ZXα&pΛt)TUJfη) are set

out as follows:

'

6Φ Mother-descendant combinations
through several consang^i neou#
marriages * We have discussed in the
preceding paragraph the mother-descendant combinations through a single
consanguineous -marriage. We now
attempt to generalize the problem to
the case where several consanguineous
marriages intervene between a mother
and her descendant* Our present
purpose is thus to determine the
probability of a combination which
consists
of an original individual
A ^ a n d °* H a descendant A ^f
consanguineous marriages interjacent
between them occurring t times,
designated, with an easily comprehensible routine notation, by

We now propose to explain a meaning
of the quantity
introduced above, from a view-point of
genetics. As shown, the probability
Kw/ym, f"«-">-1) of mother-descendant
combination distant after a consanguineous marriage is expressed in the
form

or briefly, provided no confusion can
arise, by

On the other hand, the probability
JO,** of mother-descendant combination
without any consanguineous marriage has
been established in the form

By definition, the reduced probability
is given by

The comparison of these formulas will
well interpret a meaning of the factor
Lp.y
In fact, we introduce a positive number f =* y by

or

^ Jt

with &o1)o=o(β and dj>^ %ίlt\ > where the
summation extends over all the possible
sets of t - 1 genotypesA^^C^l...,
±- 1 ) . It satisfies therefore a '
recurrence equation

log 2
# / log 2.
I

The probability K ^j*w i s then
brought into the form ^u.y;(K6ψ5fη)==A« j
whicn coincides
- 5 -

f

In a special case where the Ot s
are all equal to unity, it can be
proved by induction that there holds
the formula

K Cμ

if we eliminate mother's type by
summing up over whole possible range,
then we obtain the probability of
descendant A ^ η alone, ±* e o the
relative frequency of genotype A | η
in the generation of descendant, which
will be designated by

βty $7);
In .case of a simple mother-descendant combination, with probability^^
without intervention of any consanguineous marriage, it is given by

it

-t-i t

η

This shows that the distribution of
A 4 η in the generation of descendant
then'coincides just with one in the
original generation*
We next consider the mother-descendant combination (A^;A|η)c^y ; i^
The distribution in the generation of
descendant is then given by

the formula remains valid even for
t~-i provided an empty sum is understood to be equal to zero* On the
other hand, we get the formula

A,

>C
In case of mother-descendant ccmbiwhich remains valid regardless of the
values of the Ot^'s with l
provided merely Ύi > l.^ί
The probability of the form
f(^ii)/°f^ ^
w i t h / n ^ for
and 4ilt>ican also be
treated in a similar manner*
We now proceed to illustrate a very
notable phenomenon concerning the
distribution of genotypes in a generation after consanguineous marriages
Up to now we have dealt with several
mothβr-descendant combinations
Woi/ι;A|^ * of which the probabilities
are designated by

respectively*

For each combination*,

The probability of the form
with
can also
arly.
be creat

Λ
ΛlίMVj^l

1

We can thus assert the following
propositions The distribution of
genotypes deviates in a generation
iismediate after any consanguineous
marriage, while the deviation disappears in a generation distant after a
consanguineous marriage. The deviation
of frequency of genotype A | η in the
former case amounts to K(%^\) multiplied by a definite positive factor
4(4^+1*^) depending only on the
generat ion-numbers • Consequently,
the frequency of A c ^ in the genera-
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